2024 Spring Commencement
PENNSYLVANIA WESTERN UNIVERSITY
Celebrating Graduates

McComb Fieldhouse
Saturday, May 4 • 10 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
To our graduates, families and friends,

On behalf of our community of educators, I am pleased to welcome you to PennWest Edinboro’s Spring 2024 Commencement.

Whether you are here to receive a degree or watch a loved one walk across the stage, you can be proud of what our graduates have accomplished. Earning a college degree is a significant achievement, and the Class of 2024 has pursued that goal with spirit and determination.

Today our graduates join an alumni network that is 201,000 strong. Members of the Pennsylvania Western University Alumni Association have many opportunities to stay connected to their university, their campus, and this nationwide network of accomplished and caring individuals. I encourage our newest alumni to keep in touch – as proud Fighting Scots, you are always welcome at Pennsylvania Western University.

Thank you for joining us today as we honor – and applaud – the PennWest Edinboro Class of 2024.

Yours,

R. Lorraine Bernotsky, D.Phil.
Interim President
Pennsylvania Western University
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Pennsylvania Western University

MISSION

Through innovation, academic excellence, and empowering environments, Pennsylvania Western University provides accessible education that cultivates career-ready, life-long learners and leaders, who enrich and engage each other, their communities, the region, and beyond.

VISION

Pennsylvania Western University empowers students to achieve meaningful goals through a broad array of nationally accredited undergraduate and graduate programs, career-focused learning, and support systems to foster lifelong success.
2024 Spring Commencement
Pennsylvania Western University
Saturday, May 4 • 10 a.m.

Processional*
Pennsylvania Western University — Edinboro Pipes and Drums
Directed by Bryan Crable, Ph.D.

Presentation of the Colors*
“The Star Spangled Banner”*
Francis Scott Key
Arranged by Peter van den Honert

Convocation / Introduction of the Platform Party
Greetings on Behalf of the President
Remarks to the Graduates
Student Speaker

“Big Yellow Taxi”
By Joni Mitchell
Arranged by Matt and Adam Podd

Presentation of Candidates

Conferring of Degrees

Alumni Greeting

Special Acknowledgements

Alma Mater*
Music and lyrics by Dr. Paul Martin
Transcribed by Mia Harvey

Recessional*

Thomas R. White, D.Ed., MSN, CRNP, CEN, FNP-BC
Retired Professor, Department of Nursing
Bearer of the Mace

Pennsylvania Western University — Edinboro Army ROTC

Pennsylvania Western University — Edinboro Singers
Directed by Cody Mott, M.M.

Mary Paniccia Carden, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Education, Arts and Humanities

James Daniel Fisher, J.D., Ph.D.
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Patricia Kennedy, 1985
Pennsylvania Western University Council of Trustees

DJ Jacob Ubinger
Bachelor of Science, Education,
Secondary Education Social Studies, Minor in History

Pennsylvania Western University — Edinboro Singers
Directed by Cody Mott

Craig Coleman, M.A.
Associate Dean, College of Health Sciences and Human Services

Brian Zimmerman, Ph.D.
Associate Dean, College of Science, Technology and Business

James Fisher, J.D., Ph.D.

Jennifer Butler Williams, 03, M’06
Assistant Chair, Alumni Association Board of Directors

Mary Paniccia Carden, Ph.D.

Pennsylvania Western University — Edinboro Singers
Cody Mott, M.M., Director

Thomas R. White, D.Ed., MSN, CRNP, CEN, FNP-BC

Pennsylvania Western University — Edinboro Pipes and Drums
Directed by Bryan Crable, Ph.D.

*Audience Stands
2024 Spring Commencement
Pennsylvania Western University
Saturday, May 4  •  2:30 p.m.

Processional*
Pennsylvania Western University — Edinboro Pipes and Drums
Directed by Bryan Crable, Ph.D.

Presentation of the Colors*
“THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER”*
Francis Scott Key
Arranged by Peter van den Honert

Convocation / Introduction of the Platform Party
Greetings on Behalf of the President
Remarks to the Graduates
Trustee Greeting
Student Speaker

“BIG YELLOW TAXI”
By Joni Mitchell
Arranged by Matt and Adam Podd

Presentation of Candidates

Conferring of Degrees
Alumni Greeting

Special Acknowledgements
Alma Mater*
Music and lyrics by Dr. Paul Martin
Transcribed by Mia Harvey

Recessional*

Thomas R. White, D.Ed., MSN, CRNP, CEN, FNP-BC
Retired Professor, Department of Nursing
Bearer of the Mace

Pennsylvania Western University – Edinboro Army ROTC
Pennsylvania Western University – Edinboro Singers
Directed by Cody Mott, M.M.

Mary Paniccia Carden, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Education, Arts and Humanities

James Fisher, J.D., Ph.D.
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Mark Bellini, 1979
Pennsylvania Western University Council of Trustees

Lauren Mullen
Bachelor of Science, Nursing, Minor in Biology

Pennsylvania Western University – Edinboro Singers
Directed by Cody Mott

Craig Coleman, M.A.
Associate Dean, College of Health Sciences and Human Services

Brian Zimmerman, Ph.D.
Associate Dean, College of Science, Technology and Business

James Daniel Fisher, J.D., Ph.D.

Mitchell J. Kallay, 1990
President, Alumni Association Board of Directors

Mary Paniccia Carden, Ph.D.

Pennsylvania Western University – Edinboro Singers
Cody Mott, M.M., Director

Thomas R. White, D.Ed., MSN, CRNP, CEN, FNP-BC
Pennsylvania Western University – Edinboro Pipes and Drums
Directed by Bryan Crable, Ph.D.

*Audience Stands
R. LORRAINE (LAURIE) BERNOTSKY, D.PHIL.
Interim President, Pennsylvania Western University

As Pennsylvania Western University’s interim president, Dr. Bernotsky leads the second-largest public university in western Pennsylvania, with campuses at California, Clarion, and Edinboro.

Through the chancellor, and working with the PennWest Council of Trustees, she reports to the Board of Governors for Pennsylvania’s State System of Higher Education.

Before her presidential appointment on March 1, 2023, Dr. Bernotsky served Pennsylvania Western University as executive vice president and chief operating officer. Then, as now, she focused on academic and operational excellence, strategic enrollment management, and long-term plans for the university’s future.

Dr. Bernotsky is on loan to Pennsylvania Western University from West Chester University, where she has been executive vice president and provost since 2017. In this role she led the Academic Affairs division and provided leadership in budgeting and labor relations. She also has extensive experience in undergraduate and graduate admissions, enrollment management, financial aid, student support services, curriculum development, program review, and assessment.

Dr. Bernotsky holds both a master’s degree and a doctorate in politics from the University of Oxford and a master’s degree in sociology from Temple University.
PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION

The first presidential medallion was presented to former President Foster F. Diebold during the May 1981 commencement ceremonies. Designed and executed by Professor Henry Katzwinkel, the sterling silver medallion consists of a three-and-one-half-inch pectoral pendant featuring on its face the figure of a Gordon Highlander with pipes. To the right of the piper is the Cross of St. Andrew. To the left is the Cross of England. Flanking the figure is the date 1857, the opening year of the campus, and garland thistles. In the background are the hills of Scotland, and beneath the piper is an open book, a symbol of knowledge. On the reverse side is the sunken crest of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

The pendant descends from a shield containing a triple-towered castle. The collar of the medallion is composed of a series of two-inch shields, alternately bearing three different designs: the meigle, an interlacing knotwork peculiar to the Pictish school of Celtic art; the Tudor rose design; and “ESC” in interlocking letters on a background of tabby weaving. Connecting each of the collar shields is a Cross of St. George, representing the union of Scotland and England.

The entire medallion was fabricated and cast in the cire perdue (lost wax) process.

Surrounding the silver medallion is a gold crafted circle that reads “Edinboro University of Pennsylvania.” Professor Katzwinkel added this piece to the medallion especially for the inauguration of President Frank G. Pogue in 1997.

THE CEREMONIAL MACE

The ceremonial mace, a symbol of presidential authority, is carried at the head of the academic procession by the Mace Bearer. A gift of the Alumni Association, the mace was designed and executed by Professor Henry Katzwinkel and Dr. Seymour Blinderman, former chairman of the Art Department. It was first used at the inauguration of Edinboro State College by President Chester T. McNerney, in 1967.

The mace, 27 inches in length, is topped by a sterling silver sphere studded with circular cabochon rubies, secured by bezels. The collar of the mace is inlaid with ebony, alternated with silver relief fleur-de-lis design elements. Cultured pearls mounted in cups encircle the bottom of the collar.

The shaft of the mace is composed of Brazilian rosewood sections, separated by sterling silver rings. The mace is terminated by a cast sterling silver finial; the five cultured pearls represent the existing curricula. The rib-like cone form is terminated by a small silver sphere symbolizing the world.

The metalworking processes incorporated in the ceremonial mace include turning, forging, inlaying, stone setting and lost wax centrifugal casting.
FACULTY MARSHALS

Michael Engdahl
*Business, Economics and Communication*

Melissa Gibson
*Business, Economics and Communication*

Jessica Hippely
*Social Work, Sociology and Human Services*

Karim Hossain
*Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics*

Gary Levine
*Psychology, Counseling and Art Therapy*

Peter Lindeman
*Biology, Earth and Environmental Sciences*

Danielle Lodanosky
*Athletics*

Monty McAdoo
*Library*

Mary Jo Melvin
*Education*

Laura Miller
*Exercise, Health and Sport Sciences*

Lucille Morrison
*Nursing and Health Professions*

David Tucker
*Computing and Engineering Technology*

Kristin Webber
*Education*

Mary Weidner
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Chad Williams
*Athletics*

ACADEMIC ATTIRE

The academic attire worn at university ceremonies today in the United States dates back in its essential features to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of northern Europe, such as Paris and Oxford, grew out of church schools. Students and faculty wore clerical garb, largely borrowed from the monastic dress of their day.

The head-covering of the academic costume developed out of the skull cap worn by the clergy in cold weather. In the universities, this skull cap acquired a point on top that gradually evolved into a tassel. In this country, it has been replaced by the familiar mortarboard, which still retains the medieval tassel.

The hood originally was worn over the head and otherwise dropped onto the shoulders, like a cowl. Today, each college has its distinctive colored hood-lining by which its graduates may be recognized.

GOWNS

Although the gown is more frequently black, certain universities have authorized the use of colored gowns. The bachelor’s and master’s gowns are fashioned from black serge. The yoke for the bachelor’s gown is designed to be worn closed and features long, flowing and pointed sleeves. The master’s gown is designed to be worn open or closed. Its sleeves are very long with square ends, and the front part has an arc cut away. The arms protrude through a slit at the elbow. The gown for the doctorate has bell-shaped sleeves, with velvet facing down the front and on three bars across the sleeves. The facing and crossbars of velvet may be of the color distinctive of the field to which the degree pertains.

HOODS

The hood is usually worn only for the master’s and the doctorate. The doctor’s hood is longer than the master’s hood and has distinguishing panels. The college or university granting the degree is indicated by the color of the hood lining. The velvet trim of the hood indicates the field in which the degree was granted; those colors are listed on the next page.

CAPS

The standard cap is the mortarboard, usually the color of the gown. The tassel is black for the baccalaureate and master’s degree and is worn over the left front quarter of the cap. The doctoral cap is indicated by a tassel of gold thread. Undergraduates wear the tassel on the right side of the cap until the moment the degree is conferred.
COLORS DISTINGUISHIVE OF THE DISCIPLINES AND PROFESSIONS

Only a single degree from a single institution should ever be indicated by a single garment. For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctors’ gowns, edgings of hoods, and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the different subjects are as follows:

- Agriculture – Maize
- Architecture/Planning – Blue
- Arts, Letters, and Humanities – White
- Business – Drab
- Criminal Justice – Midnight Blue
- Chiropractic – Silver
- Dentistry – Lilac
- Economics – Copper
- Education – Light Blue
- Engineering – Orange
- Fine Arts – Brown
- Foreign Affairs – Aquamarine
- Forestry – Russet
- Journalism – Crimson
- Law – Purple
- Library Science – Lemon
- Medicine – Green
- Music – Pink
- Nursing – Apricot
- Oratory – Silver Gray
- Pharmacy – Olive Gray
- Philosophy – Dark Blue
- Physical Education – Sage Green
- Psychology – Antique Gold
- Public Administration – Peacock Blue
- Public Health – Salmon Pink
- Science – Golden Yellow
- Social Work/Social Science – Citron
- Theology – Scarlet
- Veterans – Red, White and Blue
- Veterinary Science – Gray

HONORS DESIGNATIONS

Summa Cum Laude – Gold Stoles
Magna Cum Laude – White Stoles
Cum Laude – Red Stoles
Associate Degree with Distinction – White Cords
Pennsylvania Western University Honors Program – Gold Medallions

PHILANTHROPY RECOGNITION

Pennsylvania Western University Advancement recognizes students who demonstrate their generosity and commitment to their alma mater as they transition from student to engaged alumni. To earn this green cord, students must participate in their first alumni event by contributing to the Edinboro Go Green Campaign. The cord symbolizes the important role that our alumni serve in strengthening the university.

Pennsylvania Western University Honors Program

- Marisa Nicole Badaracco
- Katelyn Isabella Baker
- Jillian Alyssa Ball
- Rachel Elizabeth Bauer
- Allisynn D. Bengel
- Konnor Ronan Brace
- Sylvia L. Brawley
- Jessica Cristine Bruno
- Maximilian K. Caro
- McKensie Crooks
- Alayna Kathryn Denholm
- Madison R. Ekas
- Chloe Adelle Galo
- Jenna Ruth Goldsmith
- Kailey Marie Herbst
- Halleigh Rose Irwin
- Mia Ann Johnson
- Sarah Mae Keating
- Joseph M. Lewis
- Mia Brigit Listello
- Megan Elizabeth Malits
- Grace Elizabeth Maust
- Raven Jurnee Nespor
- Brendon Joseph Ott
- Wesley Partch
- Miranda Rose Peterson
- Noel Jade Proco
- Abigale Lynn Regal
- Remlee Helen Robinson
- Gabrielle Leannore Rodemaker
- Emelia Rowell
- Grace Annette Seneta
- Isabel Victoria Serrano
- Haley Marie Sherman
- MacKenzie Leigh Shrub
- Brianna Nicole Signorelli
- Alexa Marie Trax
- Lillian Claire Utz
- Chelsea Noel Weimer
- Ray J. Williams
- Kendra Jane Wilson
HONORS

The following degree candidates have earned at least 30 credits as undergraduate students of Pennsylvania Western University and have attained the following cumulative grade-point averages: summa cum laude, 3.8 to 4.0; magna cum laude, 3.6 to 3.79; and cum laude, 3.4 to 3.59. Associate degree candidates graduating With Distinction have earned at least 15 credits as undergraduate students of Pennsylvania Western University and have attained a minimum cumulative grade-point average of 3.40.

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kylie Elizabeth Anicic
Rachel Elizabeth Bauer
Allisynn D. Bengel
Kaitlyn McKenzie Bevacqua
Konnor Ronan Brace
Tiffany Lynn Bradley
Sylvia L. Brawley
Anna Mae Chemsak
Matthew Adam Chizmar
Carly Alexis Churchill
McKensie Crooks
Clay Robert Cunningham
Frank Edward DeBonis
Maximilian K. Caro
McKensie Crooks
Alayna Kathryn Denholm
Anjelina Therese Didion
Joshua Anthony Dolecki
Emily Kathryn Driesch
Madison R. Ekas
Kelsey Evans
Elizabeth Marie Ezzone
Mikayla Oconn Fisher
Kelsey Lyn Gianfrancesco
Jenna Ruth Goldsmith
Kailey Marie Herbst
Devin Glenn Hiben
Gabriel James Hulslander
Michele L. James-Parham
Sarah Mae Keating
Stephanie Elizabeth Krick
Ashley Nicole Laing
Alexis Lynn Langer
Graham Larson
Kenzie Elizabeth Lendon
Joseph M. Lewis
Mia Brigit Listello
Megan Elizabeth Malits
Megan Maughn
Grace Elizabeth Maust
Joshua Morgan Maxwell
Brooklyn Paige McKendree
Maria Helen Morozowich
Sarah Catherine Mullarkey
Raven Jurnee Nespor
Kiersten Lee Oliver-Ketter
Mia Faith Parise
Wesley Partch
Miranda Rose Peterson
Nicole Danae Pierce
Noel Jade Proco
Abigale Lynn Regal
Adrianna Nicole Robinson
Gabrielle Leanne Rodemaker
Kayley Paige Rutkowski
Christopher Peter Schneider
Isabel Victoria Serrano
Haley Marie Sherman
MacKenzie Leigh Shrub
Brianna Nicole Signorelli
Maya Taylor Smith
Sara Ruth Stickley
Alexa Marie Trax
Eva Dimitra Turner
Marhea Jean Unverdorben
Madalyn Raeh Valoroso
Chelsea Noel Weimer
Mackenzie Good Wenmoth
Kendra Jane Wilson

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Muhammad Nauman Aftab
Margaret Anderson
Shelly Marie Artise
Jenna Ann Babay
Marisa Nicole Badaracco
Katelyn Isabella Baker
Jillian Alyssa Ball
Tyler J. Bloom
Aaron James Brown
Jared Matthew Bupp
Lauren Claire Bush
Ana Luiza Cavatte De Nadai
Gabriel J. Clifford
Logan Daniel Donahue
Chloe Elizabeth Eckert
Brooke Marie Edwards
Kristin Leigh Edwards
Jackson Richard Engdahl
Avery Joseph Ennis
Julia A. Enright
Charisma Jayne Ferringer
Paige Marie Gill
Jessica Lee Hardin
Maggie Pauline Hays
Halleigh Rose Irwin
Jenna Catherine Jackson
Logan Steven Jagay
Makayla Dawn Jay
Sydnee Kala Jones
Isaac Michael Kennedy
Layne Elizabeth Kimple
Allyson Ann Kirby
Ryan Alan Kniss
Casey Lou Kozalla
Shantel Elaine Kuzma
Jaydn Ivy McCormick
Jack Daniel McFadden
Jared Scott McGill
Jackson Aaron McLaughlin
Zara Mehdi
Amy Rodriguez Miller
Lauren Quinn Mullen
Zoe E. Murphy
Brendon Joseph Ott
Sydney M. Oxenrider
Natalie Marie Pallone
Anthony James Pater
Hailey Nicole Quimby
Nathaniel Christopher Ribis
Emily Ruth Rollin
Katrina Joleen Roof
Rachel Elizabeth Sandberg
Grace Annette Seneta
Abigail Eve Shaner
Hadley Renee Sleith
Kassandra Ryan Sorg
Morgan Rae Spitler
Jacob D. Steadman
Anthony Gerald Teed
Emma Elisabeth Thomas
David Jacob Ubinger
Charles Donald Urbanczyk
Allison Lauren Vescio
Alexis Jordan Vivino
Michala Ryleigh Weidler
Savannah Denise Yonkin
Lauren Elizabeth Zilner

Madelynn Grace Bengel
Ashten Nicole Boggs
Christopher James Buglar
Maximilian K. Caro
Mackenzie Rae Carr
Kai-Chin Chen
Chloe Reann Cherry
Hannah Grace Cox
Paige Elizabeth Crawley
Kathleen Theresa Cuda
Clara Marie Enterline
Gabrielle L. Ewing
Grace Leanne Gernovich
Timothy Jerome Giger
Megan Rose Gourley
Zoey D. Hagemeyer
Olivia N. Hawthorne
Daniel J. Herman
Samantha Leigh Hopkins
Crystal Irwin
Mia Ann Johnson
Drew Michael Kaczmarkiewicz
Rachel Nicole Killian
Alihya Raaine Larson
Jonathan Lerchey
Abigail Catherine Mattivi
Marissa Joy Mattocks
Samantha Anne McGreevey
Emma Shea McNeeley
Olivia Ann Montesano
Chloe Anne Morley
Cecilia Marie Muscella
Tyler Matthew Nicholson
Marina Nogueira Zottele
Lindsey Marie Obermiyer
Camryn Rose Padin
Emily Rie Perry
Leah AnnaRose Peterson
Jamar Alan Preston
Nathanial Sebastian Reedeel
Andrea Rae Rhodes
Olivia Susan Roberts
Remlee Helen Robinson
William James Rodgers
Emelia Rowell
Lisa Marie Schooley
Weston Mark Schutz
Keegan Elizabeth Sharpe
Emma Rose Sites
Saige Marie Slater
Tia C. Snippert
Elizabeth Mary Sopata
Sarah Elizabeth Stevens
Emily A. Stinelli
Logan Chase Summerhill
Liam Geary Torpey
Lillian Claire Utz
Gina Grace Villella
Sara Ann Voltz
Macey Marie Ward
Madison Margaret Welteeroth
Michelle S. Wetsell
Ray J. Williams
Mark John Wilton

ASSOCIATE DEGREES WITH DISTINCTION

Jessica Cristine Bruno
Marissa Kay Dolecki
Heather Ann Sitter
Jerome A. Spaeider III
GRADUATE DEGREES

EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST
Kyle L. Berger  
Anna Lee Coghlan  
Heidi Lyn Dorman  
Bailey Indelicato  
Ashley Marie Norberg  
Isabelle Quintin Woika

MASTER OF ARTS  
Kylie Marie Allen  
Paris Syferia Boone +  
Jessica Nicole Boyd +  
Kaylee Ann Buziewicz  
Dawn Edge Campbell  
Andrea Camille Darby  
Stephanie T. Deininger +  
Ashley Marie Engler +  
Marissa Elvira Georgiou  
Thomas Stephen Getty  
Julianna Rose Geyer  
Bree Megan Girdlestone  
Bethany Ann Hall  
Kelley Hocking  
Molly Mason Hurd  
Jennifer Joy Irlbacher  
Kimberly Anne Irwin  
Valerie Javier +  
Shirley Elaine Johnson +  
Ashley Nicole Keener  
Jaadon Zaccheus Kennedy +  
Jen Lau  
Jessica Amber Laudicina +  
Stephanie Ann Margo +  
Aaron William Marshall  
Julia Elizabeth Metelsky  
Cassandra Yvette Mickle +  
Casey Rose Mitchell  
Abigail Elise Moore +  
Peri Mercedes Nolan-Trott +  
Brianna Leigh Olson  
Andrew Poll  
Mridula Priyadarshini  
Abigail Rohm +  
Audrey Lynn Sasala  
Madison Rose Schwester  
Shawn Michele Shannon-Missal  
Charane Ellen Sirrine

MASTER OF ARTS TEACHING  
Marisol Kercado

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION  
Duffy James Gallagher  
Jennifer Lynn Karsh  
Brian Michael Martin  
Kaylee Weaver

MASTER OF EDUCATION  
Lydia Dawn Bable  
Courtney Marie Beers +  
Lisa Ann Bell  
Mindy Berky +  
Angelica R. Bettielli  
Jennifer Carter Biddinger +  
Cassandra E. Book +  
Amber Marie Bowen  
Lorraine Therese Burwell Woodruff +  
Amy Sue Cline  
Robert Anthony Delao  
Tia J. L. Dreckman +  
Danielle Elizabeth Fromuth  
Lana Greenawald +  
Amy L. Hedderick  
Charity Ann Hertlein +  
Lisa Ann Hickey  
Shylin Desire Hill  
Kayla Marie Hopkins  
Matthew Allen Humes +  
Jocelyn A. Martson  
Abby Nicole Krynicky  
Aileen Margaret McGinnis +  
Bailee N. Miara +  
Cynthia Lynn Spicher +  
Melinda Susan Stodart +  
Alyssa Ann Strandburg +  
Jordyn Elizabeth Wylie  
Sophia Rae Yates +  
Justin Zellman

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Rachel Lynn Canigiani
Vu Thanh Hong
Rebecca Michelle Neely

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Susan Adele Bogardus +
Ryann K. Brundage +
Shannon Elizabeth Raina Campbell +
Rachael L. Duncan +
Jeremy Austin Evans +
Jaidyn Grable +
Julia Nicole Hardy +
Cloey Lorena Hawkins +
Brianna Rose Howland +
Emily Elizabeth Keely +
Christine Anne Kern +
Aliyah Janelle Meyers
Harmony Monet McKenzie +
Abigail Rose Morrow +
Samantha Prichard +
Emily Ann Sayers +
Hailey Scopel +
Harshnoor Sidhu +
Brandon Torres Nieto +
Hope Elizabeth Trotta +

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Samantha Nicole Black
Katelyn Renee Kopacko
Sundy N. Zuzic

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Amanda Dawn Ammerman
Hayley Nicole Arellano +
Leo James Bake +
Grace Ann Barto
Kelsey Beall
Catherine Rose Bilanich
Melanie Leigh Boozel +
Jacqueline Marie Bruya
Brianna Carty
Christopher Lee Caton
Jamison Colegrove
Nicole Ines Cuevas Rios +
Melissa Davidson
Samantha Michele Debree
Stephen Farella

Dalton Reid Faulkner
Monica Marie Filipovitz
April Lynn Frizzell
Christian Joseph Frontera +
Ebony Shirelle Galbreath
Amanda Jean Glasser
Michael Edward Gonzales +
James Kenneth Good
Jason Aaron Xavier Gordon +
Amanda Kathleen Gregory
Vanessa Griffith +
Catherine Laura Hagadorn
Monica Weder +
Naté Taylor Johnson
Bari N. Johnson +
Emily Rose Kimak
Mary Ann Lanier +
Chelsea Brie Liroff
Taylor A. Livering +
Katherine Elizabeth Lovett
Heidi Michelle Lucas
Cassie Lynch
Rachel Paige Mastin +
Tatianna Kathleen Maxwell
Jennifer McIntyre +
Delace Lorene McMahan
Hailey Marie Neal
Na’Shaya Dawntae Oden +
Kayla Eileen Olson
Nicole Marie Phillips
Stephanie Lynn Probst +
Jennifer Grace Ray
Quaddriyah Cynthia Rivers
Alyssa M. Root +
Stephanie Cathleen Rossi
Ashley Marie Sanden
Maggie K. Saxe +
Dana Marie Scharrer
Reilly Alana Schindel
Brisia E. Seckinger
Danielle Eileen Sierzega
Shayla Simmelkjaer
Marissa Rose Smilnak +
Ashley Nicole Tyler
Jodalynn Michelle Warholak
Sara Kathryn Williams
Rachel M. Woodard +

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ART EDUCATION
Kiersten Lee Oliver-Ketter
Abigail Eve Shaner
Emma Rose Sites

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Haley Rose Alexander
Katelyn Isabella Baker
Christian Michael Barker
Kaitlyn McKenzi Bevacqua
Dylan Wayne Binda
Aaron James Brown
Trenton Daniel Butt
Emily Cevera
Frank Edward DeBonis
Shayla Deeter
Emily Kathryn Driesch
Jackson Richard Engdahl
Hannah Fisher
Grace A. Frelick
Nicholas Michael Fritts
Macallan Joseph Gaworski
Cheyenne C. Harvey
Maggie Pauline Hays
Kristin Leigh Edwards
Tristan Chad Clutter C.
Randy Allen Hersh Jr.
Devin Glenn Hiben
Madison Violet Hollenbeck
Ashton Nicole Hoover
Shantel Elaine Kuzma
Joseph M. Lewis
Brodie John List
Mia Brigit Listello
Jared Scott McGill
Emma Shea McNeeley
Skylar Marie Miller
Maura Georgie Pasquale
Richie Pekmezian Jr. +
Coby Spiller +
Emily A. Stinelli
Katherine Walentyna Sutton

Rebecca Ann Szall
Emma Elisabeth Thomas
Haley Nicole Titus
Lance Michael Toland
Kimberly Jin Qiu Weller
Maya Joy Weston
Ray J. Williams
Jacob Anthony Zemanek

BACHELOR OF DESIGN
Sarah Catherine Mullarkey
Andrea Rae Rhodes

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Jessica Ayersman
Avery Joy Bauman
Bryson Kent Deniel Beck
Kayley Lyn Benden
Madelynn Grace Benden
Maddigan Rose Bless
Jayson Daniely Bossuet
Kayla Rose Bremiller
Jared Matthew Bupp
Jennifer Leigh Chamberlain
Chloe Reann Cherry
Lillian Francis Cisek
Tristan Chad Clutter C.
Camri Elyse Cochran
Paige Elizabeth Crawley
Kathleen Theresa Cuda
Grace Olivia Davis
Sarina Marie Donatelli
Helene Julia Edgett
Mecca Nicole Ehrgood
Abigail Alexis Frisch
Lucas James Frum
Isabel A. Gerber
Zoey D. Hagemeyer
Abigail Lynn Hayes
Ryan Joseph Hess
Samantha Leigh Hopkins
Henry Hawkins Hunter
Maxwell Leo Jake
Jack Patrick Jordan

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Sydney Michelle Karchin
Mikey Karol
Tabitha Marie Karolewics
Elizabeth M. Kepple
Sherilyn Brooke Ketchum
Ryan Alan Kniss
Madison Ann Kuhns
Levi C. Lewis
Ash Luce
George Malanosky
Emily Catherine Malay
Grace Elizabeth Maust
Sean B. McKevitt
Cameron Paige Miller
Chloe Anne Morley
Maria Helen Morozowich
Cecilia Marie Muscella
Raven Jurnee Nespor
Kiersten Lee Oliver-Ketter
Sydney M. Oxenrider
Mia Faith Parise
Morgan Parker
Anthony James Pater
Miranda Rose Peterson
Kurtis Todd Riskey
Katrina Joleen Roof
Kayley Paige Rutkowski
Kyler A. Sanker
Brianna Nicole Signorelli
Destiny Lynn Smith
Jacob D. Steadman
Maxwell Gene Stophel
Caleb Josef Szymoniak
Aysaiah Marie Thomas
Dalton Anthony Thomas
Lillian Claire Utz
Alexis Jordan Vivino
Jake Ronald Weinstein
Madison Margaret Welatroth
Mark John Wilton
Nicole Allison Wright
Hope Benne Yablonski

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Muhammad Nauman Aftab
Salieri Santino Allen
Margaret Anderson
Kylie Elizabeth Anicic
Shelly Marie Artise
Bilal Maher Awkal +
Jillian Alyssa Ball
Rachel Elizabeth Bauer
Laniya U. Bell
Tyler J. Bloom +
Ashten Nicole Boggs
Justin Paul Boozer
Megan Louise Bowe +
Tiffany Lynn Bradley
Sylvia L. Brawley
Michael Gerald Burke
Lauren Claire Bush
Haylee Hunter Bushik
Sky Leona Byrem
Alex Mike Cabiliero II
Maximilian K. Caro
Corey Matthew Carpenter
Ana Luiza Cavatte De Nadai
Anna Mae Chemsak
Kai-Chin Chen
Matthew Adam Chizmar
Carly Alexis Churchill
Gabriel J. Clifford
Killian Jay Cooper
Sausha Dianne Cornwell
Dannielle Elizabeth Courtot
Hannah Grace Cox
McKensie Crooks
Matthew Wade Daniels +
Brian C. Derby
Anjelina Therese Didion
Stephen Dimitriadis
Thibault Dorval
Evan Dranzo
Jessica N. Duda
Brooke Marie Edwards
Madison R. Ekas
Avery Joseph Ennis
Julia A. Enright
Clara Marie Enterline

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Kelsey Evans
Elizabeth Marie Ezzone
Theresa Fenno
Na’Shon L. Ferraro
Charisma Jayne Ferringer
Gillian R. Fisher+
Michael Montae Flowers
Alayna Nicole Fry
Chloe Adelle Galo
Brandon Joseph Gaus
Gabe L. Genua
Grace Leanne Gernovich
Paige Marie Gill
Destiny Ann Ginnery
Robert Findley Goodman
Megan Rose Gourley
Kelsey Renee Gore
Jessica Lee Hardin
Cain Michael Harris
Anthea V. Haugh
Olivia N. Hawthorne
Rodney Eric Henderson Jr.
Kailey Marie Herbst
Daniel J. Herman
Jack Miller Hollibaugh
Rachel Elizabeth Hoover
Gabriel James Hulslander+
Jacob Garth Humenik
Crystal Irwin
Lauren Mellissa Jacobs
Michele L. James-Parham
Logan Steven Jaquay
Makayla Dawn Jay
Jessica Thea Johns
Mia Ann Johnson
Sydnee Kala Jones
Grace Marie Kabler
Drew Michael Kaczmarkiewicz
Sarah Mae Keating
Courtney E. Kegarise
Rachel Nicole Killian
Layne Elizabeth Kimpel
Devin Ray King
Natalie Lynne Kinter
Allyson Ann Kirby
Gordon Adam Klingensmith+

Stephen C. Knuth
Emma Anne Kraus
Logan Ellysabeth Landsbach
Alexis Lynn Langer
Graham Larson
Jonathan Lerchey
Lexi N. Lerchey
Elizabeth M. Mackowski
Megan Elizabeth Malits
John Marcin
Gustavo Datto Martins
Anna Maxwell
Joshua Morgan Maxwell
Jaydn Ivy McCormick+
Lynx McCormick
Samantha Anne McGreevey
Taylor Joe McKee
Brooklyn Paige McKendree
Zara Mehdi
Kaelan Miller
Amy Rodriguez Miller
Kirra Christine Milton
Lindsey K. Monroe
Olivia Ann Montesano
Jerry L. Mosconi
Kirsten Mae Motter
Jacob Michael Mullarkey
Zoe E. Murphy
Samantha Rose Newhard
Tyler Matthew Nicholson
Marina Nogueira Zottele
Lindsey Marie Obermiiyer
Alexander George Owens
Natalie Marie Pallone+
Wesley Partch
Leah AnnaRose Peterson
David Andrew Pittman Jr.+
Jamar Alan Preston
Carlie Przybylski
Hailey Nicole Quimby
Jenna Elizabeth Raysich
Nathanial Sebastian Reedel
Abigale Lynn Regal
Jade Alexis Renner
Mekhi Lucas Reynolds
Nathaniel Christopher Ribis

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Olivia Susan Roberts
Selene M. Roberts
Colton Joseph Rocco
Gabrielle Leanore Rodemaker
William James Rodgers
Jade Kerrin Rodgers
Leia Luca Dorian Ross
Emelia Rowell
Erin Sophia Russ
Rachel Elizabeth Sandberg
Jenna Deborah Sargent
Alicia Marie Schackner
Christopher Peter Schneider
Alanis J. Schoolcraft
Lisa Marie Schooley
Courtney Amalia Sisco
Catherine Ann Skelly
Hadley Renee Sleith
Tia C. Snippert
Elizabeth Mary Sopata
Marley Ann Sorg
Cooper Patrick Spielman +
Thaddeus Jamed Standfield
Sarah Elizabeth Stevens
Sara Ruth Stickley
Logan Chase Summerhill
Madeline Kennedy Tanner
Anthony Gerald Teed
Kayla Nicole Terwilliger
Cameron Eli Thompson +
Damien Levi Titch
Liam Geary Torpey
Benjamin Turi
Eva Dimitra Turner
Marhea Jean Unverdorben
Charles Donald Urbanczyk
Adam Albert Urchison
Madalyn Raeh Valoroso
Mallory Ann Voegelin
Sara Ann Voltz
Jocelynn Sarah Wadley
Kearson Mai Wagner
Macey Marie Ward
Matthew Ryan Ward
Joshua John Weaver
Chelsea Noel Weimer

Haylie Makenna West
Michelle S. Wetsell
Kendra Jane Wilson
Brandon Tyrus Wise
Brandon Parker Wright

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Nathan James Cullo

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
Allisynn D. Bengel
Christopher James Buglar
Tristan H. Campbell
Mackenzie Rae Carr
Madison Sue Condor
Clay Robert Cunningham
Alayna Kathryn Denholm
Logan Daniel Donahue
Gabrielle L. Ewing
Brianna Linn Fies
Mikayla Oconn Fisher
Emily René Gadley
Kelsey Lyn Gianfrancesco
Timothy Jerome Giger
Samantha Rose Herberg
Halleigh Rose Irwin
Isaac Michael Kennedy
Ted Jackson Kinney
Ashley Nicole Laing
Alihya Raine Larson
Brooke Madison Lickenfelt
Megan Elizabeth Malits
Abigail Catherine Mattivi
Marissa Joy Mattocks
Megan Maughn
Jack Daniel McFadden
Jackson Aaron McLaughlin
Sophia Marie Menc
Camryn Rose Padin
Emily Rie Perry
Nicole Danae Pierce
Noel Jade Proco
Adrianna Nicole Robinson
Weston Mark Schutz
Grace Annette Seneta

+ Students who will complete degree requirements during Summer 2024.
Keegan Elizabeth Sharpe
Haley Marie Sherman
MacKenzie Leigh Shrub
Morgan Rae Spitler
Saige Marie Slater
Alexa Marie Trax
David Jacob Ubinger
Allison Nicole Vicker
Michala Ryleigh Weidler
Mackenzie Good Wenmoth
Emma Louise Wilcox
Savannah Denise Yonkin
Lauren Elizabeth Zilner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Kylie Elizabeth Anicic
Jenna Ann Babay
Marisa Nicole Badaracco
Lydia Betts
Konnor Ronan Brace
Nicholas Ryan Cain
Madison Spencer Cordial
Joshua Anthony Dolecki

Chloe Elizabeth Eckert
Jenna Ruth Goldsmith
Hannah M. Gorrell
Samuel Robert Hooper
Jenna Catherine Jackson
Casey Lou Kozalla
Stephanie Elizabeth Krick
Kenzie Elizabeth Lendon
Hailee Elizabeth McMullen
Lauren Quinn Mullen
Brendon Joseph Ott
Tessa Eileen Reddecliff
Remlee Helen Robinson
Emily Ruth Rollin
Stefani Saliaij
Isabel Victoria Serrano
Kylie Nicole Simms
Maya Taylor Smith
Kassandra Ryan Sorg
Catelyn Cheyenne Thompson
Allison Lauren Vescio
Gina Grace Villella

ASSOCIATE DEGREES
ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE
Cooper Patrick Spielman

ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE
Jessica Cristine Bruno
Marissa Kay Dolecki
Damian Michael Menendez
Heather Ann Sitter
Jerome A. Spaeder III
Noah James Warner

ASSOCIATE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Austin Cooper
Anthony Christopher Ingro
Sean P. Wheelock

Appearance of a name in this program is presumptive evidence of graduation. However, the list of graduates included in the program is not intended to be used as an official indication of graduation. The official transcript, issued by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, sealed and signed by the proper authorities, is conclusive testimony to the possession of a degree.
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ALMA MATER

Hail to Thee our Alma Mater glorious; fresh wreaths we bring to bind thy brow. Trials have passed and Thou hast stood victorious, never fairer, never statured now. O Edwinboro, Edwinboro, ever praising Thee in song. While class speeds class, as swift years pass, to Thee our hearts belong.
Pennsylvania Western University (PennWest California, PennWest Clarion, PennWest Edinboro) is an academic community dedicated to the ideals of justice, fairness, and equal opportunity for all. In compliance with federal and Pennsylvania laws, the university is committed to providing equal educational and employment opportunities for all persons without regard to race, color, sex, religion, national origin, age, disability, sexual orientation, or status as a veteran or disabled veteran. The university will not tolerate any type of discrimination, harassment, or violence.